The U660E first appeared in the Lexus ES350 and the Toyota Camry in 2007. Then it showed up in the 2008 Avalon, followed by the Venza in 2009.

To diagnose and repair these transmissions, you’ll need some special tools. One tool you’ll want to have is the techstream: Toyota’s dedicated scan tool. But you don’t have to buy the actual techstream: Techstream lite is a PC-based version of the scan tool, providing you with the same access to the Toyota/Scion/Lexus computer system for a fraction of the cost.

Toyota’s transmission computer has a learning function to adapt transmission performance to vehicle operation. So whether you’re just replacing a solenoid or the entire valve body, part of your repair procedure should include initializing the TCM and then road testing the vehicle to give the TCM a chance to relearn.
When performing a major repair, such as replacing the engine or transaxle, or even the TCM, you’ll need to reset the transaxle compensation code. This is Toyota’s term for reprogramming the TCM. Naturally you’ll need to road test the vehicle to allow the TCM to relearn and adapt after resetting the compensation code.

To reset the transaxle compensation code using techstream lite:
1. Move the shift lever to neutral or park.
2. Key off.
3. Connect your techstream lite connector to the diagnostic link connector (DLC3).
4. Key on, engine off.
5. Enter the techstream lite program.
6. Enter the menu items in this order:
   - Powertrain
   - ECT
   - Utility
8. Select Next to proceed.
9. Select Exit.
10. Perform road test to allow the TCM to adapt to the transaxle and conditions.

Transaxle Compensation Code (figure 1).

Transaxle compensation codes are

---

### The Simple Solutions

Superior’s New Accumu-Seal™ Piston Replacements are Tight As A Drum

Our new Accumu-Seal™ Technology provides the Simple Solution for worn bores in Toyota and Lexus U140-240, U150-250 and A750E-A761E series valve body castings and helps to eliminate burnt clutches, slips, flares and shifting issues. This kit comes with multiple fixes depending on the unit you are working on.

No Drill! No Tap! No Comebacks!

4R70W/4R75W Late 2000-up “Super Tough Plate”

The Super Tough Plate™ is a zinc coated and extra thick stock replacement plate that requires no drilling or tapping which saves you time and money. This new plate virtually eliminates flexing or cracking which causes cross leaks. For additional protection, a snubber has been provided for the often distorted 2-3 accumulator spring retainer.
unique, 60-digit alphanumeric values printed on the QR label on the transaxle. The code provides the computer system with the initialization information for that transaxle configuration.

Entering the wrong transaxle compensation code into the TCM will cause shift shock.

After you’ve installed the transaxle, the QR code label will be out of position, where you can’t read it. So always record the transaxle compensation code before installing the transaxle.

The chart (figure 2) shows you which procedure will be necessary, depending on which repairs you performed.

Diagnostic Procedures

Toyota and Lexus use a large number of ECU-controlled systems. These systems are often very intricate, requiring a high level of technical knowledge to troubleshoot.

But most diagnostic procedures only involve inspecting one circuit at a time. With a basic understanding of the system and a firm grasp on the principles of electricity, you should have no trouble performing accurate diagnoses and repairs.

Shift Solenoid Operation

The TCM commands shifts by turning the shift solenoids on or off in a specific sequence.

When there’s an open or short circuit in any shift solenoid circuit, the TCM detects the problem, lights the MIL, and stores a code. It also stops sending current to the faulty circuit.

At the same time, the TCM goes into failsafe operation, controlling the remaining shift solenoids to provide basic transmission operation.

Inspection Procedure

Remove the TCM from the transaxle and measure the solenoid resistances. (figure 3)

- SLT, SLU, SL1, SL2, SL3, and SL4............................... 5.0–5.6Ω
- SL................................... 11–15Ω

Check the solenoids for a short to ground; connect your meter between the each solenoid wire and the chassis ground. Resistance should be 10kΩ or higher. Below 10kΩ indicates a short to ground.

- If the solenoid resistance is okay and there’s no indication of a short to ground, you’re probably dealing with a faulty TCM.
- If the solenoid resistance is out of spec, or the resistance between the solenoid and ground is below 10kΩ, you’ll need to replace the solenoid.
When it Comes to Ford 4R75W/4R70W/AODE

SUPERIOR’S Got You Covered!

Builders from coast to coast turn to Superior for The Simple Solution when it comes to 4R75W/4R70W/AODE rebuilds and upgrades. Make the Shift to Superior!

The Fairbanks 4R75W/4R70W/AODE (91-08) TransAction Selective Action Kit

This High Performance Kit offers 3 levels of Performance: Heavy Duty, Street & Strip, and Full Competition. Transform your automatic into a true performance transmission! The 4R75W/4R70W/AODE (91-08) TransAction Kit increases lube, addresses second roller clutch, high rpm failure, proper shift duration timing, third and forward clutch burn-up, OD band burn-up and tie-up. This TransAction kit includes a newly designed OD servo piston and a no leak performance design 2-3 accumulator piston & steel boost valve & sleeve.

The 4R75W/4R70W/AODE (L00-up) “Super Tough Plate™”

Save time and money by preventing costly No-Go’s and Comebacks by helping to eliminate plate flex, cross leaks and cracking caused by constant pounding from the 2-3 Accumulator Piston Spring Retainer on the stock separator plate. No drilling or tapping required.

Part # K082

The 4R75W/4R70W/AODE Valve Body Kit

This valve body kit deals with soft sloppy 1-2 shifts, inadequate lube, overdrive band failure, 3rd clutch failure, 2nd roller clutch failure, soft sloppy 3-4 shifts, and converter shudder.

Part # KAOD-E

The 4R75W/4R70W/AODE Super Servo

This Super Servo offers greater holding capacity, a more positive 4th gear, helps eliminate premature overdrive band failure and is built of 6061-T6 billet aluminum and offers an additional Teflon sealing ring for better centering and sealing.

Part # K085

The 4R75W/4R70W/AODE Spiral Ring Kit

This Problem Solver fixes the “fly off” of the retaining ring on the intermediate sprag retainer, causing failure of the sprag. This easy to install spiral ring kit also services the diode style sprag.

Part # K010

The 4R75W/4R70W/AODE Pressure Regulator Valve

This Superior Steel Series Problem Solver extends the problem land area and moves the working area further into the non worn area of the valve body bore, providing more stability and helps prevent additional wear.

Part # K073

The 4R75W/4R70W/AODE Boost Valve and Sleeve

This Superior Steel Series Problem Solver replaces worn out O.E. aluminum valves. Made of hardened steel to resist wear. Proper tolerance assured at bore mating surfaces. Also included in the KAOD-E-V Total Package Kit.

Part # K026

SUPERIOR TRANSMISSION PARTS, INC. 800-451-3115

THE SIMPLE SOLUTION  www.superiortransmission.com
Replacing the ATF

The U660E has a special ATF filling procedure to improve the accuracy of the ATF level after repairs (figures 4&5).

Because of this, the oil filler tube and oil level gauge used in conventional automatic transmissions have been discontinued, eliminating the need to inspect the fluid level as part of routine maintenance.

That’s going to wrap it up for now. Keep your eyes open for more about the U660E as we keep these transmissions street smart.
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Figure 4
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(c) The U660E automatic transaxle requires Toyota Genuine ATF WS.
(d) The adjustment should be performed according to the procedures and notes.
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